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Scope

The present document contains example call flows for services that can be offered across the NGAT SIP interface as described in ND1033 [3]. These flows are not definitive and show how any one
Next Generation Access (NGA-T) Service Provider may wish to implement a particular service.

2

References

For the particular version of a document applicable to this release see ND1610 [1].

2.1

Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For
dated references, only the edition cited applies. For non-specific references, the latest edition of the
referenced document (including any amendments) applies.
[1]
[2]
[3]

ND1610 Next Generation Networks, Release Definition
ND1645 NGA Telephony; Architecture & Requirements
ND1033 NGA Telephony SIP User Profile

3

Definitions, symbols and abbreviations

3.1

Definitions

Next Generation Access Telephony (NGA-T) Service Provider : As defined in ND1645 [2].

3.2

Abbreviations

ACK
ACM
ANM
ATA

SIP Acknowledgement message
ISUP Address Complete Message
ISUP Answer Message
Analogue Terminal Adaptor

CS
CW
IAM
INFO
ISDN
ISUP
MGC
MRF
NGA
NGA-T
NICC
P-E-M
PSTN
Req-URI

Call Server
Call Waiting
ISUP Initial Address Message
SIP Information Message
Integrated Services Digital Network
ISDN User Part
Media Gateway Controller
Media Resource Function
Next Generation Access
NGA-Telephony
NICC Standards Limited
P-Early-Media
Public Switched Telephone Network
Request-Uniform Resource Identifier

NICC Standards Limited
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RFC
SDP
SIP

Request For Comment
Session Description Protocol
Session Initiation Protocol

UE
URI

User Entity
Uniform Resource Identifier

NICC Standards Limited
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Generic Call Flows
ED: Generic calls flows are for further study

4.1

Connecting a held user to a network based announcement
CS

MRF
This flow describes how a network may provide an announcement to a user after they have
been placed in a held state.
The CS has monitored the dialogue and determined that a user has been placed in a held state
due to a service activated by the other user in that dialogue.
1: INVITE (no SDP)
2: 200 OK (SDP offer)
Once the CS has received an offer from the MRF it can send a Re-INVITE on the existing
dialogue to the held user.
3: Re-INVITE (SDP offer from MRF)
4: 200 OK (SDP answer)
5: ACK (SDP answer from UE)
6: ACK
Announcement

NICC Standards Limited
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Annex A (informative): ATA example call flows
The flows in this annex have been produced to align with the ATA actions as described in Annex A
of ND1033. It is entirely possible that other SIP endpoints could use the same signalling flows to
provide telephony services.
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A.1.1

En-bloc sending mode
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ATA to ATA within one NGA-T Service Provider network

Party A

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

Party B

This flow shows a call originating and terminating on UEs within the same CS domain.
This flow assumes that the digit map match in ATA-1 aligns with that in the CS.

1: Off-Hook
2: Dial Tone applied
3: 1st digit (digit ’0’)
4: Dial Tone removed
5: 2nd to 11th digits (digits ’1277327002’)
ATA-1 has determined a digit map match so sends an INVITE to the CS. The INVITE will include a supported header
with ’100rel’ and a P-early-media header with value ‘supported’.
6: INVITE (sip:01277327002@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media: supported
The CS analyses the address in the INVITE and
determines that the call can be routed.
7: INVITE (sip:+441277327002@<domain>;user=phone)
(SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media: supported
8: 180
Require:100rel
PRACK can be either sent by the CS at this point in the call or can be delayed until
received from ATA-1. In the case where the INVITE did not contain SDP and PRACK is
supported then the SDP offer will be in a 18x response. Therefore PRACK must be
end to end as it will contain the SDP answer.
9: PRACK
10: 200 OK (prack)
11: Ring Current
12: 180
Require:100rel
13: Ring Tone applied
14: PRACK
15: 200 OK (prack)
16: Off-hook

NICC Standards Limited
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ATA-2
17: Ring Current
removed
18: 200 OK (invite) (SDP answer)

ACK can be either sent by the CS at this point in the call or can be delayed until
received from UE-1. In the case where the INVITE did not contain SDP and PRACK is
NOT supported then the SDP offer will be in the 200 OK (invite). Therefore ACK
must be end to end as it will contain the SDP answer.
19: ACK
20: 200 OK (invite) (SDP answer)
21: Ring Tone removed
22: ACK
Speech

NICC Standards Limited
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ATA to PSTN within one NGA-T Service Provider network

Party A

ATA

CS

MGC

PSTN

This flow shows a call originating on a UE and terminating on an analogue device in the PSTN (with the CS
controlling both the ATA and MGC). Call set-up uses en-bloc sending
1: Off-hook
2: Dial Tone applied
3: 1st digit (digit ‘0’)
4: Dial Tone removed
5: 2nd to 11th digits (digits ‘12773270002’)
The ATA has determined a digit map match so sends an INVITE to the CS. The INVITE will include a supported
header with ’100rel’ and a P-early-media header with value ‘supported’.
6: INVITE (sip:01277327002@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media: supported
The CS analyses the address in the INVITE and
determines that the call can be routed.
7: INVITE (sip:+441277327002@<domain>;user=phone)
(SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media: supported
8: IAM
9: ACM (Sub Free)
10: 180 (SDP answer)
Require:100rel
P-early-media:sendonly
PRACK can be either sent by the CS at this point in the call or can be delayed until
received from the UE. In the case where the INVITE did not contain SDP and PRACK is
supported then the SDP offer will be in a 18x response. Therefore PRACK must be
end to end as it will contain the SDP answer.
11: PRACK
12: 200 OK (prack)
13: 180 (SDP answer)
Require:100rel
P-early-media:sendonly
As the 180 contained a P-Early-Media set to ‘sendonly’ the ATA will not apply local ringback tone and cut through
the media stream.
Ringback tone applied by the PSTN

NICC Standards Limited
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MGC

14: PRACK
15: 200 OK (prack)
16: ANM
Ringback tone removed by the PSTN
17: 200 OK (invite)
ACK can be either sent by the CS at this point in the call or can be delayed until
received from the ATA. In the case where the INVITE did not contain SDP and PRACK
is NOT supported then the SDP offer will be in the 200 OK (invite). Therefore ACK
must be end to end as it will contain the SDP answer.
18: ACK
19: 200 OK (invite)
20: ACK
Speech

NICC Standards Limited
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PSTN to ATA within one NGA-T Service Provider network

PSTN

MGC

CS

ATA

Party B

This flow shows a call originating in the PSTN and terminating on a UE. The MGC and
UE are controlled by the same CS domain. Call setup uses en-bloc sending
1: IAM
2: INVITE (sip:+441277327002@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media:supported
3: INVITE (sip:+441277327002@<domain>;user=phone)
(SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media:supported
4: 180
Require:100rel
PRACK can be either sent by the CS at this point in the
call or can be delayed until received from the MGC. In
the case where the INVITE did not contain SDP and
PRACK is supported then the SDP offer will be in a 18x
response. Therefore PRACK must be end to end as it
will contain the SDP answer.
5: PRACK
6: 200 OK (prack)
7: 180
Require:100rel
The MGC will apply ringback tone towards the PTSN
Ring Current applied
8: ACM (Sub Free)
Ringback tone applied
9: PRACK
10: 200 OK (prack)
11: Off Hook
12: 200 OK (invite) (SDP answer)
ACK can be either sent by the CS at this point in the
call or can be delayed until received from the MGC. In
the case where the INVITE did not contain SDP and
PRACK is NOT supported then the SDP offer will be in
the 200 OK (invite). Therefore ACK must be end to end
as it will contain the SDP answer.

NICC Standards Limited
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ATA
13: ACK

14: 200 OK (invite) (SDP answer)
The MGC removes Ringback tone
Ringback tone removed
15: ANM
16: ACK
Speech

NICC Standards Limited
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Overlap sending mode
ATA to PSTN using Multiple INVITE option

User

ATA

1: Initial digit string (123456)
2: INVITE (req-URI: 123456) (CSeq 1) [D1]
3: Further digit 7
As the ATA is configured to utilise the Multiple INVITE method of overlap sending upon receipt
of further digits from the User the ATA sends a subsequent INVITE without waiting for a
response to the previous INVITE.
Steps 1 to 5 have been included to show
the expected behaviour should the ATA
digit map differs to the digit map in the
CS.

4: 484 (CSeq 1) [D1]
5: ACK (CSeq 1) [D1]
6: INVITE (req-URI: 1234567) (CSeq 2) [D2]

7: Further digit 8
8: INVITE (req-URI: 12345678) (CSeq 3) [D3]
9: 484 (CSeq 2) [D2]
10: ACK (CSeq 2) [D2]
11: Further digit 9
12: INVITE (req-URI: 123456789) (CSeq 4)
[D4]
13: 484 (CSeq 3) [D3]
14: ACK (CSeq 3) [D3]
15: 18x (CSeq 4) [D4]
16: 200 OK (invite) (CSeq 4) [D4]
Speech

NICC Standards Limited
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A.1.2.2 ATA to PSTN using In-Dialogue option

User

ATA

1: Initial digit string (123456)
2: INVITE (req-URI: 123456) (CSeq 101) [D1]
3: Further digit 7
As the ATA is configured to utilise the In-Dialogue method of overlap sending any further
digits are stored by the ATA awaiting a response to INVITE (CSeq 101).
Steps 1 to 5 have been included to show
the expected behaviour should the ATA
digit map differs to the digit map in the
CS.

4: 484 (CSeq 101) [D1]
5: ACK (CSeq 101) [D1]
6: INVITE (req-URI: 1234567) (CSeq 1) [D2]

7: Further digit 8
Any further digits are stored awaiting a response to INVITE (CSeq 1)
8: Further digit 9
9: 183 (no P-Early-Media header) [D2]
10: INFO (digits 8 and 9) [D2]

Where further digits are to be sent the ATA awaits a 200 OK response to the INFO before
sending a further INFO. (not shown on this flow)
11: 200 OK (info) [D2]

12: 18x (P-Early-Media header) or 180 [D2]

13: Further digit 0
Upon receipt of either a 18x with P-Early-Media header or a 180 the ATA shall discard any
received digits (in this case ‘0’), disarm the digit receiver and act upon the provisional
response received.
14: 200 OK (invite) [D2]
15: ACK [D2]

Speech

NICC Standards Limited
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Call Release

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

Call exists between ATA-1 and ATA-2 or other network
1: BYE

2: BYE
3: 200 OK (bye)

4: 200 OK (bye)
The session/dialog between ATA-1 and ATA-2 is now released and each ATA follows
autonomous release procedures.

NICC Standards Limited
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Call Return using 302 Moved Temporarily

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

MRF

This scenario shows a caller dialling “1471” to invoke the Call Return service which will play an
announcement to report the identity of the last caller and allow the user to have the system
automatically call that party.
In this call flow, the P-Early-Media header is fully supported throughout the network. Rather than using a
200 OK to confirm the dialogue between the CS and the calling ATA, a 183 is used. The dialogue with the
caller is not confirmed until an answer is received from the actual called party (ATA-2).
The call begins when the caller dials “1471”. ATA-1 sends an INVITE to the CS with 1471 in the request
URI.
1: INVITE (sip:1471@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
P-Early-Media: supported
Allow: PRACK, UPDATE
Supported: 100rel
The CS recognises “1471” as a request to invoke the service, so the CS
obtains the last calling party number from the CS call history data.
Assume that the FROM header userinfo portion of the last incoming
call contained number +44265898765.The CS must connect ATA-1 to
an MRF to play an announcement that reports the number of the last
caller.
2: INVITE (SDP offer from ATA-1)
3: 200 OK (SDP answer)
Since ATA-1 indicated support of PRACK, and P-Early-Media, the CS sends a 183 with “P-Early-Media:
sendrecv” in order to open a two-way bearer path in an unconfirmed dialog.
4: 183 (SDP answer from MRF).
P-Early-Media: sendrecv
5: PRACK
6: 200 OK (prack)
7: ACK
Voicepath established between ATA-1 and the MRF, but call from ATA-1 is not yet “officially” answered.
8: INFO (instruction to perform Call Return prompt and collect using
02658 98765 as the last number)
When instructing the MRF to play back the identity of the last
incoming call, the CS will perform the same digit manipulation rules
that are used when displaying a caller’s number on the caller ID
display. While the identity of the caller was +44265898765, the
digits used in the MRF announcement will be “02658 98765”.
9: 200 OK (info)
The caller hears “Telephone number 02658 98765 called today at
15:45 hours. To return the call press 3.”

NICC Standards Limited
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ATA-2

MRF

Assume that the user presses “3”.
10: INFO (collected digit “3”)
11: 200 OK (info)
Now that the CS knows that the call should be routed, the MRF can be
released.
12: BYE
13: 200 OK (bye)
The CS releases the dialogue with a 302 Moved temporarily with a
contact header that includes the Callers number in the userportion in
the format 012658 98765. If the contact header is to contain a sip URI
it must include ‘user=phone’.
14: 302 Moved Temporarily
contact: sip:0126589876@<domain>;user=phone
15: ACK
ATA-1 now attempts basic call setup to the address provided in the contact header of the 302.

NICC Standards Limited
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Call Return using Forked Responses
ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

MRF

This scenario shows a caller dialling “1471” to invoke the Call Return service which will play an
announcement to report the identity of the last caller and allow the user to have the system
automatically call that party.
In this call flow, the P-Early-Media header is fully supported throughout the network. Rather than using a
200 OK to confirm the dialogue between the CS and the calling ATA, a 183 is used. The dialogue with the
caller is not confirmed until an answer is received from the actual called party (ATA-2). The CS supports
the use of forked responses.
The call begins when the caller dials “1471”. ATA-1 sends an INVITE to the CS with 1471 in the request
URI.
1: INVITE (sip:1471@,<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported: 100rel
P-Early-Media: supported
The CS recognises “1471” as a request to invoke the service, so the CS
obtains the last calling party number from the CS call history data.
Assume that the FROM header of the last incoming call was from
number +44265898765.The CS must connect ATA-1 to an MRF to hear
an announcement that reports the number of the last caller.
2: INVITE (SDP offer from ATA-1)
3: 200 OK (SDP answer)
Since ATA-1 indicated support of PRACK, and P-Early-Media, the CS sends a 183 with “P-Early-Media:
sendrecv” in order to open a two-way bearer path in an unconfirmed dialog.
4: 183 (SDP answer from MRF) To tag=1
P-Early-Media: sendrecv
5: PRACK
6: 200 OK (prack)
7: ACK
Voicepath established between ATA-1 and the MRF, but call from ATA-1 is not yet “officially” answered.
When instructing the MRF to play back the identity of the last
incoming call, the CS will perform the same digit manipulation rules
that are used when displaying a caller’s number on the caller ID
display. While the identity of the caller was +44265898765, the
digits used in the MRF announcement will be “02658 98765”.
8: INFO (instruction to perform Call Return prompt and collect using
02658 98765 as the last number)
9: 200 OK (info)
The caller hears “Telephone number 02658 98765 called today at
15:45 hours. To return the call press 3.”
Assume that the user presses “3”.

NICC Standards Limited
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CS

ATA-2

MRF

10: INFO (collected digit “3”)
11: 200 OK (info)
Now that the CS knows that the call should be routed, the MRF can be
released.
12: BYE
13: 200 OK (bye)
14: INVITE (sip:+44265898765@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported: 100rel
P-Early-Media: supported
ATA-2 applies Ring Current
towards Party 2
15: 180
Require: 100rel
16: 180 To tag=2
Require: 100rel
ATA-1 disconnects the media stream setup upon receipt of the prior 183 and applies Ring Tone to party 1
17: PRACK
18: PRACK
19: 200 OK (prack)
20: 200 OK (prack)
Called party answers
21: 200 OK (invite) (SDP answer)
22: 200 OK (invite) (SDP answer) To tag=2
23: ACK
24: ACK
Voicepath established between ATA-1 and ATA-2

NICC Standards Limited
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Call Return using Update method

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

MRF

This scenario shows a caller dialling “1471” to invoke the Call Return service which will play an
announcement to report the identity of the last caller and allow the user to have the system
automatically call that party.
In this call flow, the P-Early-Media header is fully supported throughout the network. Rather than using a
200 OK to confirm the dialogue between the CS and the calling ATA, a 183 is used. The dialogue with the
caller is not confirmed until an answer is received from the actual called party (ATA-2).
The call begins when the caller dials “1471”. UE-1 sends an INVITE to the CS with 1471 in the request URI.

1: INVITE (sip:1471@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
P-Early-Media: supported
Allow: PRACK, UPDATE
Supported: 100rel
The CS recognises “1471” as a request to invoke the service, so the CS
obtains the last calling party number from the CS call history data.
Assume that the FROM header userinfo portion of the last incoming
call contained number +44265898765.The CS must connect ATA-1 to
an MRF to play an announcement that reports the number of the last
caller.
2: INVITE (SDP offer from ATA-1)
3: 200 OK (SDP answer)
Since ATA-1 indicated support of PRACK, and P-Early-Media, the CS sends a 183 with “P-Early-Media:
sendrecv” in order to open a two-way bearer path in an unconfirmed dialog.
4: 183 (SDP answer from MRF).
P-Early-Media: sendrecv
5: PRACK
6: 200 OK (prack)
7: ACK
Voicepath established between ATA-1 and the MRF, but the call from ATA-1 is not yet “officially”
answered.
8: INFO (instruction to perform Call Return prompt and collect using
02658 98765 as the last number)
When instructing the MRF to play back the identity of the last
incoming call, the CS will perform the same digit manipulation rules
that are used when displaying a caller’s number on the caller ID
display. While the identity of the caller was +44265898765, the
digits used in the MRF announcement will be “02658 98765”.
9: 200 OK (info)
The caller hears “Telephone number 02658 98765 called today at
15:45 hours. To return the call press 3.”
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CS

ATA-2

MRF

Assume that the user presses “3”.
10: INFO (collected digit “3”)
11: 200 OK (info)
Now that the CS knows that the call should be routed, the MRF can be
released.
12: BYE
13: 200 OK (bye)
In order to provoke an end to end SDP negotiation the CS does NOT
include 100rel in supported header or an SDP offer in the INVITE sent
to ATA-2.
14: INVITE (sip:+44265898765@<domain>;user=phone)
ATA-2 applies Ring Current
towards party B
15: 180
16: 180
Require:100rel
ATA-1 disconnects the media stream setup upon receipt of the prior 183 and applies Ring Tone to party A
17: PRACK
18: 200 OK (prack)
Called party answers
19: 200 OK (invite) (SDP offer)
20: UPDATE (SDP offer)
21: 200 OK (update) (SDP answer)
22: ACK (SDP answer)
23: 200 OK (invite)
24: ACK
Voicepath established between ATA-1 and ATA-2
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A.3.2 3-Way Call
A.3.2.1

Hold for Enquiry Call – Successful setup

Party A

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

ATA-3

This flow assumes a call is in progress between Party A and Party B
Speech
Party A requests an enquiry call. As only a single session is in progress and the 3-Way Call service is enabled ATA-1
will send an INVITE with a=sendonly to indicate the call [D1] is on hold.
ATA-1 then applies a proceed indicaton to party A and collects digits for the enquiry call.
1: Flash
2: Re-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendonly)
3: Re-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendonly)
4: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP answer a=recvonly)
5: ACK [D1]
6: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP answer a=recvonly)
7: ACK [D1]
8: Dial Tone applied
9: 1st digit (digit ‘0’)
10: Dial Tone removed
11: 2nd to 11th digits (digits ‘1277327000’)
ATA-1 determines a digit
map match
12: INVITE [D2] (sip:01277327000@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media: supported
13: INVITE [D2]
(sip:+441277327000@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media: supported
14: 180 [D2]
Require: 100rel
15: PRACK [D2]
16: 180 [D2]
Require: 100rel
17: 200 OK (PRACK) [D2]
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ATA-2

ATA-3

Ring tone applied
18: PRACK [D2]
19: 200 OK (prack) [D2]
Party C answers
20: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP answer)
21: ACK [D2]
22: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP answer)
23: ACK [D2]
Ring tone removed
Speech
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Hold for Enquiry Call – Setup failure

Party A

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

ATA-3

This flow assumes a call is in progress between Party A and Party B
Speech
Party A flashes. As only a single session is in progress ATA-1 knows this is for an enquiry call.
ATA-1 will send an INVITE with a=sendonly to indicate the call [D1] is on hold.
ATA-1 then applies dial tone and collects digits for the enquiry call.
1: Flash
2: Re-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendonly)
3: Re-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendonly)
4: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP answer a=recvonly)
5: ACK [D1]
6: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP answer a=recvonly)
7: ACK [D1]
8: Dial Tone applied
9: 1st digit (digit ‘0’)
10: Dial Tone removed
11: 2nd to 11th digits (digits ‘1277327000’)
ATA-1 determines a digit
map match
12: INVITE [D2] (sip:01277327000@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media: supported
13: INVITE [D2]
(sip:+441277327000@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer)
Supported:100rel
P-early-media: supported
14: 486 [D2]
15: ACK [D2]
16: 486 [D2]
17: ACK [D2]
18: Appropriate tone / announcement

If the tone/announcement completes without Party A either hanging up or flashing then ATA-1 shall play the reconnect announcement and then re-connect Party A to Party B by sending a RE-INVITE taking dialogue [D1] off
hold.
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A.3.2.3 Enquiry Call phase – Active remote party clears

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

ATA-3

This flow assumes a call is in progress between ATA-1 (Party A) and ATA-3 (Party C) with ATA-2 (Party B)
on hold
Speech
Party C hangs up
1: BYE [D2]
2: 200 OK (bye ) [D2]
3: BYE [D2]
4: 200 OK (bye ) [D2]
ATA-1 plays announcement ‘the other user has cleared, you will be re-connected to your call’ to Party A
Party A flashes and keys the toggle digit or the announcement completes.
5: RE-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendrecv)
6: RE-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendrecv)
7: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP answer a=sendrecv)
8: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP answer a=sendrecv)
9: ACK [D1]
10: ACK [D1]
Party A and B are now in speech
Speech
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Toggle

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

This flow assumes a call is in progress between ATA-1( Party A) and ATA-3 (Party C) with ATA-2 (Party C)
on hold
Speech
Party A flashes.
ATA-1 will send an INVITE with a=sendonly to indicate the call [D2] is on hold.
ATA-1 then applies dial tone and collects digits for activation code
1: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP a=sendonly)
2: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP a=sendonly)
3: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP answer a=recvonly)
4: ACK [D2b]
5: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP answer a=recvonly)
6: ACK [D2]
ATA-1 provides dial tone to Party A. Party A dials digit 2.
ATA-1 has determined that Party A wishes to toggle between the calls.
As both calls are on hold , only ATA-2 must be restored .
7: RE-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendrecv)
8: RE-INVITE [D1] (SDP a= sendrecv)
9: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP answer a= sendrecv)
10: ACK [D1]
11: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP answer a= sendrecv)
12: ACK [D1]
Speech
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Flash to release remote party

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

This flow assumes a call is in progress between ATA-1 (Party A) and ATA-3 (Party C) with ATA-2 (Party B)
on hold
Speech
Party A flashes.
ATA-1 will send an INVITE with a=sendonly to indicate the call [D2] is on hold.
ATA-1 then applies dial tone and collects digits for activation code.
1: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP a=sendonly)
2: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP a=sendonly)
3: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP answer a=recvonly)
4: ACK [D2]
5: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP answer a=recvonly)
6: ACK [D2]
ATA-1 provides dial tone to Party A. Party A dials digit 5 to release Party B.
ATA-1 has determined that Party 1 wishes to release the first call with Party 2 and continue a
conversation with the second call to Party 3.
7: BYE [D1]
8: 200 OK (bye ) [D1]
9: BYE [D1]
10: 200 OK (bye ) [D1]
11: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP a=sendrecv)
12: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP a=sendrecv)
13: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP a=sendrecv)
14: ACK [D2]
15: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP a=sendrecv)
16: ACK [D2]
Speech
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Simplified Call Waiting

A.3.3.1

User A flashes to accept waiting call (With Waiting Announcement)

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

ATA-3

MRF

Call exists between ATA-1 and ATA-2 (dialogue 1 [D1] between ATA-1 and the CS)
1: INVITE (SDP offer)
Supported: 100rel
Allow: UPDATE, PRACK
The CS keeps track of active calls between ATA-1 and the network, and knows that ATA-1 has been assigned the
call waiting service by means of a session count. The INVITE from ATA-3 is allowed to continue on toward ATA-1
with modification
The INVITE received from ATA-3 indicates that both PRACK and UPDATE are supported and as the CW service
includes MRF announcements the CS will not include an SDP offer or 100rel in a supported header within the
INVITE sent to ATA-1.
2: INVITE [D2] (sip:+441277327002@<domain>;user=phone) (no SDP)
ATA-1 CW flag set to
‘yes’
ATA-1 injects default Call Waiting tone and sends FSK information (if appropriate).
3: 180 [D2] (no SDP)
The CS starts a 30second
Call Waiting response
timer awaiting a ‘hold’
indication from ATA-1.
The CS will connect ATA-3 to an MRF to play the Call Waiting announcement. The
method of how the announcement is triggered is network specific.
4: INVITE (SDP offer from ATA-3)
5: 200 OK (invite) (SDP answer)
6: ACK
7: 183 (SDP answer from MRF)
Requires: 100rel
ATA-3 is connected to the
MRF to hear call waiting
announcement
8: PRACK
9: 200 OK PRACK
Party A flashes to accept the call waiting call from ATA-3. ATA-1 will send a RE-INVITE with a=sendonly to
indicate the call [D1] is on hold.
10: Re-Invite [D1] (SDP a=sendonly)
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ATA-3

The CS cancels the CW
timer
11: RE-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendonly)
12: 200 OK (invite) (SDP a=recvonly)
13: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (SDP a=recvonly)
14: INVITE (no SDP)
15: 183 (SDP offer)
16: RE-INVITE (SDP offer from MRF)
17: 200 OK (invite) SDP Answer
18: PRACK (SDP answer)
19: 200 OK (prack)

20: ACK
21: ACK
Announcement
ATA-1 can now send 200 OK with SDP offer on D2 and CS uses UPDATE to connect ATA-1 and ATA-3
22: 200 OK [D2] (invite) (SDP offer)
23: UPDATE (SDP offer received in [D2] 200 OK (invite))
24: BYE
25: 200 OK (bye)
26: 200 OK (update); SDP answer
27: ACK (SDP answer from ATA-3)
28: 200 OK (invite) (no SDP)
29: ACK (for 200 OK invite)
ATA-1 and ATA-3 are connected via dialogue [D2]
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User A hangs up to accept waiting call

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

ATA-3

MRF

Call exists between ATA-1 and ATA-2 (dialogue [D1] between ATA-1 and the CS)
1: INVITE (SDP offer)
Supported: 100rel
Allow: UPDATE, PRACK
The CS keeps track of active calls between ATA-1 and the network, and knows that ATA-1 has been assigned the
call waiting service by means of a session count. The INVITE from ATA-3 is allowed to continue on toward ATA-1
with modification
The INVITE received from ATA-3 indicates that both PRACK and UPDATE are supported and as the CW service
includes MRF announcements the CS will not include an SDP offer or 100rel in a supported header within the
INVITE sent to ATA-1.
2: INVITE [D2] (sip:+441277327002@<domain>;user=phone) (no SDP)
ATA-1 CW flag set to
‘yes’
ATA-1 injects default Call Waiting tone and sends FSK information (if appropriate).
3: 180 [D2] (no SDP)
The CS starts a 30second
Call Waiting response
timer awaiting a ‘hold’
indication from ATA-1.
The CS will connect ATA-3 to an MRF to play the Call Waiting announcement. The
method of how the announcement is triggered is network specific.
4: INVITE (SDP offer from ATA-3)
5: 200 OK (invite) (SDP answer)
6: ACK
7: 183 (SDP answer from MRF)
Requires: 100rel
ATA-3 is connected to the
MRF to hear call waiting
announcement
8: PRACK
9: 200 OK PRACK
Party A clears call to ATA-2.
10: BYE [D1]
11: BYE [D1]
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ATA-3

12: 200 OK (bye) [D1]
13: 200 OK (bye) [D1]
The CS cancels the CW
timer
ATA-1 applies ringing to
Party A
Party A goes off hook to
answer the call
ATA-1 can now send 200 OK with SDP offer on [D2] and CS uses UPDATE to connect ATA-1 and ATA-3
14: 200 OK (invite) [D2] (SDP offer)
15: UPDATE (SDP offer received in [D2] 200 OK (invite))
16: 200 OK (update); SDP answer
17: ACK (SDP answer from ATA-3)
18: BYE
19: 200 OK (bye)
20: 200 OK (invite) (no SDP)
21: ACK
ATA-1 and ATA-3 are connected via dialogue D2
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A.3.3.3 User A ignores waiting call

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

ATA-3

Call exists between ATA-1 and ATA-2 (dialogue [D1] between ATA-1 and the CS)
1: INVITE (SDP offer)
Supported: 100rel
Allow: UPDATE, PRACK
The CS keeps track of active calls between ATA-1 and the network, and knows that ATA-1 has been
assigned the call waiting service by means of a session count. The INVITE from ATA-3 is allowed to
continue on toward ATA-1.
2: INVITE [D2] (sip:+441277327002@<domain>;user=phone) (SDP offer from ATA-3)
ATA-1 CW flag set to ‘yes’
ATA-1 injects default Call Waiting tone and sends FSK information (if appropriate).
3: 180 [D2]
The CS starts a 30second Call Waiting response timer awaiting a
‘hold’ indication from ATA-1, sends the 180 on to ATA-3 and PRACK to
ATA-1.
The ATA starts a >30second Call Waiting response timer. (If this expires the ATA must send a 486 Busy
Here and remove the CW tone.)
4: PRACK
5: 180 [D2]
6: 200 OK (prack)
7: PRACK
8: 200 OK (prack)
The 30 second CW timer expires in the CS which cancels the CW
INVITE sent to ATA-1.
9: CANCEL [D2]
10: 200 OK (cancel) [D2]
11: 487 Request Terminated [D2]
12: ACK [D2]
The CS shall either connect Party C to an announcement or release
the call with ATA-3.
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A.3.3.4 User A clears as waiting call arrives

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

Call exists between ATA-1 and ATA-2 (dialogue [D1] between ATA-1 and the CS)
1: INVITE (SDP offer)
Supported: 100rel
Allow: UPDATE, PRACK
The CS keeps track of active calls between ATA-1 and the network, and knows that ATA-1 has been
assigned the call waiting service by means of a session count. The INVITE from ATA-3 is allowed to
continue on toward ATA-1 with modification
The INVITE received from ATA-3 indicates that both PRACK and UPDATE are supported and as the CW
service includes MRF announcements the CS will not include an SDP offer or 100rel in a supported header
within the INVITE sent to ATA-1.
2: INVITE [D2] (sip:+441277327002@<domain>;user=phone) (no SDP)
ATA-1 CW flag set to ‘yes’
At the same time that the CS sends the call waiting INVITE to ATA-1, the ATA-1 user hangs up on the
active dialog. This means that ATA-1 should process the call waiting INVITE as a “normal” INVITE. This
INVITE does not include an SDP offer, so ATA-1 must take that into account when processing this call.
3: BYE [D1]
4: BYE [D1]
5: 200 OK (bye) [D1]
6: 200 OK (bye) [D1]
ATA-1 applies ringing to Party A
to alert them to then incoming
call from ATA-3
7: 180 [D2] (no SDP)
8: 180 [D2] (no SDP)
Party A goes off-hook
ATA-1 will send a 200 OK and, since the INVITE did not include an SDP offer, ATA-1 must include an SDP
offer in the 200 OK. As the CS received a BYE on dialogue [D1], the CS did not play the call waiting
announcement to ATA-3, which means that there is the unusual situation where both ATA-1 and ATA-3
have generated SDP offers.
The CS will send a dummy SDP answer to ATA-1 followed immediately by a REINVITE using ATA-3’s offer.
9: 200 OK [D2] (SDP offer)
10: ACK [D2] (“dummy” SDP answer)
11: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP offer from ATA-3)
12: 200 OK [D2] (SDP answer)
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ATA-2
13: 200 OK [D2] (SDP answer from ATA-1)

14: ACK
15: ACK
ATA-1 and ATA-3 are connected via dialogue [D2]
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User A flashes to toggle between active and held users

ATA-1

CS

ATA-2

Call exists between ATA-1 and ATA-3 (dialogue [D2] between ATA-1 and the CS)
Party B is ‘On Hold’.
Party A flashes to toggle from C to B. ATA-1 will send a RE-INVITE with a=sendonly to indicate the call
[D2] is on hold.
1: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP a=sendonly)
2: RE-INVITE [D2] (SDP a=sendonly)
3: 200 OK [D2] (SDP a=recvonly)
Party C is ‘On Hold’.
4: ACK
5: 200 OK [D2] (SDP a=recvonly)
6: ACK
ATA-1 will now send a RE-INVITE on dialogue [D1] to retrieve the ATA-2 held call
7: RE-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendrecv)
The CS will forward the INVITE to ATA-2
8: RE-INVITE [D1] (SDP a=sendrecv)
9: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (a=sendrecv)
10: ACK
11: 200 OK (invite) [D1] (a=sendrecv)
12: ACK
Call exists between ATA-1 and ATA-2
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